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Comics kingdom sally forth

PREMIUM members can access 60,000+ archived comics PREMIUM members can access 60,000+ archived comics A graduate of the Kubert School of Cartoon and Graphic art, Jim Keefe began his career in the King Features Syndicate comic arts department coloring such world-renowned comics as
Blondie, Beetle Bailey and Hagar The Terrible. While on staff, he began a seven-year run as a writer and artist of the Flash Gordon strip newspaper, as well as his tenure doing fashion illustrations for Sew Simple.Work experience over the years also coloring Disneyâ€™s Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin
and the Lion King leave comic strips, inscriptions Yu-Gi-Oh, Whistle and Dragon Drive for See Media, illustrations for the Actionopolis chapter of dragonblood books and illustrations for Comics Revue published by Manuscript Press.Keefe has also taught and hosted in school areas on the East Coast,
including the School of Visual Arts in Manhattan, Malloy College and Hofstraâ€™s UCCE Youth Programs on Long Island. Since moving from New York to Minnesota he can be found as an adjunct faculty at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design.In 2011 Jim associated with the Minneapolis area
cartoonist Craig MacIntosh and began working as his assistant manuscript and coloring Sally Forth Sunday page. When Craig decided to retire, Keefe worked up samples under Craigâ€™s slit and watchful eye – and the rest, as they say, is history. Jim Keefe can be found online on his website and blog,
www.jimkeefe.com. My work as a solo artist on Sally Forth began in 2013. Here's a quick look back at the Thanksgiving strips from then until now. 11/28/2013 11/27/2014 11/26/2015 11/24/2016 11/23/2017 1 22/2018 11/28/2019 11/26/2020 For more Sally Forth hijinks and hilarity (it's called alliteration)
just look at Comics Kingdom.
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